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(prepared "by D.E. Warren, Director of Surveys, Kenya)

1. General

It was originally envisaged in Kenya that the granting of a title

in the African areas would be made, subsequent to the suocessful

carrying out of a farm plan. In 1954 it became increasingly obvious

that this proposition was not realistic and a decision was made to

change the order of the procedure existing at that time so that conso

lidation of fragments and registration of the consolidated plots

reoeived. first priority.

Fragmentation -existed to such an extent that modern farming could

only be attempted after all the fragments belonging to one owner had

been consolidated into a single plot. Land Consolidation was therefore

the first step in the new plan, to be followed by the registration of

the consolidated plots and the issue of title. The,resulting security

of tenure felt by the plot owners made it much more likely that the

plots would be farmed according to the plans devised by the agricultura

lists.

This paper explains how maps are prepared from aerial photography

to help in the consolidation and registration processes, and also to

aid the Department of Agriculture in the preparation of their farm

plans.

*• Outline of the Procedure

For the purposes of the Land Consolidation process, the:area to

be consolidated is divided into well defined units averaging 3>000 -

4>000 acres known as sub-locations. The fragments within the sub-

locations are measured by ground survey, the total area of all the

fragments being checked against the area of the sub-location. After

a small deduction has been made for public purposes such as schools,

access roads and water holes, the consolidated plots are demarcated

on the groundj and the boundaries simultaneously recorded by a plane
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■table survey. These boundaries are subsequently, traced and the

prints from the resulting tracings used as interim registration index

maps*

It was found that the process was greatly facilitated if an

accurate area of the sub-location was known, and if the plane table

sheet showed enough detail to enable the demarcator to use the -.

detail as control." Consideration of the size of the plots after

consolidation led to the conclusion that the scale of the map r«^ .

quired should be' 1:2,500, and that contours at either 10.ft or 25 ft

V.I., dependent on the nature of the country, would help the demarca-,

tors by showing the shape of the ground. The contours are of great

assistance in positioning the plots logically on the ground, so

that a sensible farm plan can afterwards be devised. The maps

produced by the Survey of Kenya for this purpose are colloquially

known as 'base maps'.

It was always envisaged that the index maps, as prepared from-

the consolidation sheet returned to the Department by the Land ■

Consolidation teams, would not be accurate. The two main reasons

for this conclusion were:—

(i) There existed a lack of technical supervision over the

inexperienced personnel engaged on consolidation in the

field - the consolidation procedure, highly political in

nature, was the responsibility of the Provincial Administra

tion!

(ii) The process was-taking place at such a speed that any

refinements of survey procedure were unacceptable to

the Administration.

It was therefore decided as a matter of policy that at some

future date, when the hedges which form the boundaries had grown

sufficiently so as to be easily visible from the air, the areas
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would be reflown and more accurate maps of the registered properties

would "be prepared from these new air photographs. This part of the

procedure is known locally as the 'refly'.

These more accurate cadastral maps are then compiled into new

registry index maps which replace the first or interim edition in

the registries.

The whole procedure can thus "be tabulated as followss-

A. Breakdown of Triangulation control to 4th Order.

B. Production of Interim Registry Index Maps

(i) Premarking of control,

(ii) Aerial photography at 1:25*000 scale,

(iii) Fixing of any additional ground control,

(iv) Aerial triangulation and adjustment.

(v) Plotting detail and contours at 1:5*000 scale,

(vi) Photographic enlargement of this detail to 1:2,500.

(vii) Fair drawing of Base maps on regular sheet lines,

(viii) Use of Base maps in the field.

(ix) Tracing of plot "boundaries for Interim Registration

Index Maps.

C. Production of Final Registration Index Maps.

(i) Premarking of control.

(ii) Aerial Photography at 1:12,500 scale,

(iii) Fixing of any additional ground control,

(iv) Aerial triangulation and adjustment.

(v) Plotting of "boundaries at 1:2,500 scale,

(vi) Ground survey of any plot "boundaries missing on

aerial survey.

(vii) Tracing Final Registration Index Maps and Computation

of final areas.
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3. Details of the Procedure

A, Triangulation Control;

Before photography takes place, every effort is made to

breakdown the triangulation to 4th Order, i.e. control points

are about 2-3 miles apart. The First and Second Order points

are permanently beaconed with a 3'6" concrete pillar, and points

of a lower order are beaconed with a 9" pyramid of concrete.

Extensive use of the telluroraeter is made during this triangula

tion breakdown. The Second Order points are adjusted by the

method of least squares, whilst the direction method is used to

adjust the points of lower order.

B. Production of Interim Registration Maps:

(i) Premarking of Control

Every point is premarked with a cross having arms

15 ft long and 2 ft wide, the premarking commencing at

2 ft from the point. The premarking consists of carbide

sludge sprayed onto a base of stones. Additional beaconed,

unco-ordinated points in strategic and easily determinable

positions are also premarked. Once the direction of the

lines of flight has been determined, the control require

ments for the aerial triangulation are a guide to

positioning these additional points.

The importance of placing the arms of these crosses

precisely at right angles is now stressed to the field

staff. Instanoes have occurred where the irregularity

of the cross has led to difficulty in determining the

precise point of intersection of the arms, when under

taking the aerial triangulation.

(ii) Aerial Photography at 1£25,000 Scale.

For reasons of economy, in time and money, it was

decided that the maps should be plotted at ls5>000 scale
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and photographically enlarged to 1:2,500 before issue to

the field. It should "be noted that the planimetric

detail on these base maps suffers radical change when the

consolidation is done, and therefore the maps have no

lasting function.

The photography for the base maps is therefore taken

at 1:25,000 contact scale, since the plotting is done by

either a Kelsh plotter or a Histri photo—mapper.

The photographic requirements were put out to

tender and the Air Survey firm awarded the contract,was

required to take the photography during the photographic

season, January-February of each year. All the photography

to date has been taken with a Wild Aviogon 6" lens. The

Department has now purchased its own EC8 camera and since

January I-;'".1 has undertaken its own photography by hiring

a De Haviland Heron belonging to tiie East African

Directorate of Civil Aviation.

The film used has been in general, either*

(a) Ilford Hyperpan - shutter speed l/3Q0 -

aperture f 11, or

(b) Kodak Super XX - shutter speed l/200 -

aperture f 8.

Photography has also been obtained using Ilford

H.S. film and more recently poly-easter based film has

been used for all photography.

(iii) Additional Ground Control

Since the aerial triangulation adjustment was in

the past normally carried out by the Zarzycki method,

additional co-ordinated and identified points were

necessary, to conform to the minimum requirements of -
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this method of adjustment. The density of the original

control was such that generally the number of additional

points required was small.

For instance, in a 200 sq. mile area of Embu District,

73 triangulation points were premarked (3 could not "be

identified), 19 additional points were preroarked, and

it proved necessary to ask for only 16 additional plan

and height points and 2 additional height points. It

took the surveyor only one month to complete these addi

tional requirements.

The acquisition of an analogue computer virtually

eliminated the necessity to ask for additional ground

control^ except for height points, on the initial overlaps

of each'strip, which are fixed using Wallace and Tiernan

altimeters.

Aerial Trianffulation and Adjustment

..Diapositives are prepared on a logetronic printer

and are then passed to the preparation section, which

marks the tiepoints and principal points with the aid of

a WILL P.U.G. 1 point transfer device. In terrain where

photo identified points have proved difficult to see, it

has also proved advantageous to mark these points using

the P.U.G. 1, thereby relieving the aerial triangulator

of the necessity to precisely identify the points. Care

is taken to use the chisel on the P.U.G. 1 which is most

suitable to the machine which will be used for plotting

the detail. The scheme as prepared by this section is

plotted fairly precisely on an overlap diagram of the

photography, and is then passed to the analogue computer

section for comment and possible amendment, before being

handed over to tbe aorial triangulators.
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The -aerial, triangulation is accomplished using the

Wild A.7 precision autograph. Hallert's numerioal method

is used to achieve relative orientation since experience

has proved that a better standard of triangulation, the

errors being more systematic, is maintained by this

method. The co-ordinate printer attached to the Wild A.7

greatly facilitates the delivery of co-ordinates to the

oomputing section.

In the past the adjustment of the aerial triangula

tion was done by the Zarzycki analytical method, although

for shorter strips where the xyz discrepancies at the end

of the strip were not large, a graphical adjustment

usually sufficed. The strips normally consisted of 12-18

overlaps, and agreement between the points was in general

better than 7 ft. Any discrepancy larger than 5' was

thoroughly investigated. The discrepancy was normally

due to an inability to precisely identify the same point

in two strips, The use of the P.U.G. 1 to mark the points

has eliminated this source of error.

Adjustment of the aerial triangulation is now carried

out, using the analogue computer. Numerous premarked

triangulation points enable a thorough check to be made

on the accuracy of the adjustment. A graphical adjust

ment of the heights is found to be satisfactory, and

this is used in preference to the analogue height

adjustment.

Premarked points not co-ordinated in the field

are fixed in the aerial triangulation process, and

are plotted on the final maps as additional plane table

control.
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(v) ' Plotting the detail and contours at 1:5)000- soale.

The grids are printed-down using a photomechanical

process onto .010 astrafoil. A master grid was prepared

on the Coradi co-ordinatograph? and from this master grid,

an astrafoil reversal was prepared. This astrafoil

reversal is now used to print-down grids (parallel to

the sheet edges or skew) as and when required. Some 100

grids a month are prepared by this method. In addition

to a considerable saving of the draughtsman's time, this

: process ensures that every grid used is as accurate as

the original master. ;

Control supplied by the computing section is then

plotted on each overlap, using the Coradi co-ordinate-

graph. By this mean's no machine time is lost by operators

plotting their own control.

When the Survey of Kenya purchased its first plot*.

ting machines, in early 1957, a comprehensive training

programme to produce machine operators was commenced.

By early 195*8 the departmental machines came into full

production and since then, it has proved possible to

meet all commitments departmentally. "Until 1958, some

mapping was contracted out to Air Survey firms.

The plotting is done on Nistri photo-mappers or Klesh

plotters (all the operators on these machines and also

on the Uild A.8's are locally trained). The overlap

consisting on the average of some 2,000 aores', takes

■ ' approximately 4 days to plot. Contours are plotted up

- to 25"'■■•V.I* depending on the steepness of the ground. It

: is occasionally necessary to plot an overlap, on the A.8

because the height range of the other machines is

insufficient to deal with the differences in height in

a particular model.
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(vi) Photographic "'enlargement of detail to 1:2500

The machine plots are produced at l:5>000 scale.

The base map is required to be at ls2,5OO scale of a

suitable siae to fit on a 24" plane table, A format was

therefore chosen of 4j000 ft. square on the ls2,5OO scale.

Such squares are marked on the 1*5,000 machine plot and

twice enlarged using a process camera. The copy "board

of the camera has been modified so as to make this process

largely mechanical.

(vii) Pair drawing of base maps

The resulting negatives are traced on a light table,

onto .005 astrafoil. Normal 50" x 25" sheets of plain

.005 astrafoil are cut in half, the resulting 25" by 25"

sheets being ideal for the purpose.

No attempt is made to attain a high standard of

draughtsmanship for these base maps, since the nature of

their use makes their life extremely short. Once the

land is- consolidated the detail (except, of course, the

contours) is completely changed. A green pencil (e.g.

a F-aber—Castell clutch) is used for the tracing, experi

ments having shown that the prints from this coloured

lead are most satisfactory, having a longer life in the

field. All these sheets are drawn on pre—determined and

unique sheet lines, with sublocational boundaries clearly

shown. It is necessary to despatch, to the field, the

sheet required to cover each sub-location. Sheets

covering the edges of the sub-locations are therefore

sent in duplicate.

The areas, on each sheet, included in a sub-location

,. are. shown, so that the Provincial Administration who

d*al with the land consolidation in the field can produce
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a correct total area for the sub-location. This is a

most important feature in the process, since it is against

this area that the total of the fragments must be

compared.

In general, three prints of every sheet covering a

sub-location are sent to the land consolidation teams*

Some 2,000,000 acres of mapping had been issued to

the field by the end of 1962. . ,.

(viii) Use of Base Mapa in the field

The base maps are used by plane tablers working for

the Provincial Administration, to position on the map

and then to lay out on the ground, the consolidated plots.

The adjudication of rights and the positioning of the plots

is largely carried out by a sub—locatipnal committee of

elders.

(ix) Tracing of plot boundaries for Interim registration

Index Maps.

The prints which have been used for this purpose are

returned to the Survey Department, and the plot boundaries

and numbers are traced onto .005 astrafoil. Again, green

penoil is used for the tracing.

Prints of these fair drawings are issued to the

Registrars for use as Index Maps in the district registers.

The master tracings are held in the Department.

Duplicates of the original registration sheets which

make up the register are also sent to the Department by

the Registrar for safe keeping. A cross check is then

made by the Department between these Registry sheets and

the Index Maps. Numerous queries arise from this check

(duplicate numbering etc,,) which are settled before the

issue of the final Index Maps. . n
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C. Production of Final Registration Index Maps

The final maps are produced from aerial photography, taken when the

planted hedges or fences are visible from the air. For reasons of economy

and planning, it is necessary to photograph and map reasonably large areas

Within these areas the hedges have been in position for times.varying

from three months to two years, although it" was considered that a growth

of over one year would be desirable, the incentive of the refly causes the

consolidation teams to plant many missing boundaries just before the time

of the photography takes place. I.any hedges are therefore too small to

be seen easily on the air photographs.

In order to facilitate the plotting of these boundaries, the

Provincial Administration are asked to clear away the vegetation on either

side of the hedges to a distance of 1 1/2 feet, this amount of clearing

having proved to be the most suitable after experiments had been carried

out. The Administration were very successful in carrying out this

tremendous task - in ICiambu District alone, some 40,000 plots were involved,

That over 90 per cent of the boundaries are plotted on the machines is

proof of the thoroughness with which the clearing was carried out. On

investigation, however, many of these cleared lines no longer are hedged.

It is apparent that most of tLe boundaries missed were never planted.

A requisite therefore, of the subsequent ground survey of these missing

boundaries is the planting of the hedges demarcating the boundaries.

(i) Premarking of the triangulation control

For the 'refly' all control points are pre&arked with

crosses, having legs 10 ft. long and 1 ft. wide, the premarking

commencing 1 ft. from the point.

(ii) Aerial Photography

Since the registration of the plots was based on hedges

which approximate to 2 ft. in width, it was decided that the

final maps should be produced at a scale of l;2,5OO, on which
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the plottable accurace is-of the order of 3 ft. It was decided

to plot directly at ls2,5OO, from photography of 1:12,500 contact

scale,, in order that no accuracy should be lost through

photographic enlargement. The larger contact scale also rendered

more easily visible, any hedges which were still very small.

(iii) Additional ground control -

It was anticipated that the control obtained from the aerial

triangulation adjustment of the original 1;25?OOO photography

would be adequate to obtain the further control necessary for

plotting the 1:12,500 photography. The ground detail changes

subsequent to Land Consolidation were, however, so far-reaching

that this method did not prove possible. It was therefore

necessary to completely control, by ground survey, the 1:12,500

photography. The minimum requirements of the Zarzycki method

of adjustment determined the number of additional points asked

for.

The majority of this additional ground control has been

fixed by Telluromtter traverses, a method which is ideal for

the fixing of photo control. The use of the analogue adjustment

■ has virtually eliminated the additional points which it was

previously necessary to fix by ground survey.

(iv) Aerial Triangulation and Adjustment

The. diapositives are prepared on the logetronic printer

and the aerial triangulation is done on the Wild A7• The analogue

computer is used for adjusting the strips.

(v) Plotting Boundaries at I;2,5OO scale

The three Wild AS stereoplotting machines are used for this

work. Efforts were made to obtain satisfactory results from

the Ilelsh plotters or the Kistri photomappers. Extensive experi

ments were carried out, on all three types of plotting machines.
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A tact area was accurately ground-surveyed and the same area

plotted on all three types of machines. Care was.taken to use

the operator most skilled on each particular type of machine,

and all operators were informed of the experimental nature of

the work. The accuracy of the plotting was in this order:

(i) Wild A8

(ii) K'istri Hiotomapper

(ill) i:elsh Plotter

The anaglyph machines had difficulty in accurately plotting

through shadows of high detail. It was also found that .very

small hedges, whilst visible on the A3, were,.not visible on

the other two machines. Overlaps were plotted on the A8 and

■ on the Nistri photomapper (the illumination is better on the

Kistri photor::ap:.jer than on the """.elsh .plotter), and many more

boundaries were missed on the ITistri than the A3. To ground-

survey these missing boundaries involve much time and money

- in extra field work. On taking these points into consideration,

it was decided that the final cadastral mapping would all be

done on the Wild aS machines.

An average machine-plot consisting,of approximately 500

acres?containing on.the average some 70 plots, is plotted in

. one-and-a-half days, which time includes the absolute orientation

of the model.

,..s for the base mapping, the grids on the .010 astrafoil

are photomec^anically reproduced and:the control is plotted in

the preparation section, using the Coradi co-ordinatograph.

(vi) Ground survey of any plot boundaries missing on Machine Plot

A 'Query' section examines the machine plots and compares

the boundaries- against those appearing on the interim registra

tion index maps. It is thus possible to show a missing boundary

by means of a pecked line and any doubtful boundary as a query.
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Prints of the 'overlaps are then sent to the field staff who

groundsurvey the missing boundaries and investigate the queries.

(vii) Tracing of Final 'Registration Index Kays and Computation of

Final Areas

When the prints have been returned from the field, the ground-

surveyed boundaries are plotted on the machine-plots from

the measurements supplied by the field staff.

From the machine-plots the master tracings of the final

registration index maps are made. Again, for convenience of

storing and handling, ^,000 ft. squares are chosen. All the

information appearing on these master tracings (e.g. title,

f;rid, etc.) with the exception of the plot boundaries and

the plot numbers is photomechanically reproduced on the ,005"

astrafoil sheets. The draughtsman's, task is therefore reduced

to the minimum.

Since the shapes and sizes of the plots as depicted on the

original index maps are changed due to more accurate survey,

it is necessary to compute new areas. The plot owner accepted

a piece of ground in exchange for his fragments and not a

specified area, so at this stage the exact area of his plot for

registration purposes, is computed.

The computation is done twice, once from the machine

plot and once from the master tracing. A check is therefore

made on both the accuracy of the computation and the accuracy

of the compilation.

Prints of the tracings are sent to the district to replace

the. inteiira registration index maps, together with lists ■. /

of the final areas.

. By tli3 end of 1>62 some 240,000 acres :of final mapping

comprising 50,000 plots had been handed over to. the Registrar.
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4» Variations in the Procedure

The procedure as outlined above, is standard for all districts in

Central Province. There are, however, variations in this procedure in

other areas.

(a; In Kyanza Province, the principle of complete consolidation

iias not been accepted by the African landowners. They have,

however, agreed in some areas that hedging roads of access

and straightening out of "boundaries in desirable. The object

in view therefore, is again that the plots to be finally registered,

will conform to the best agricultural pattern it is possible

to achieve in the circumstances.

The first part of the standard procedure is therefore

net applicable and is replaced by the following:

(i) The plot owners are encouraged to carry out hedging

etc. l>j themselves.

(ii) 'Then a block of some 50 sq. miles has been treated in

this manner, the area is flown at Is 12,500 contact scale.

(iii) The prints are issued to the .field and suitable well-

defined registration units are chosen. The plots

are annotated on the photography by chinagraph pencil

either from visible hedges or by local agreement

referred to detail visible on the prints. An index

to the plots is traced and information on plot owner

and state of hedging- annotated.

(iv) The index is then handed to the Provincial Administration

who, in co-operation witi- the Agricultural Department,

advice the plot owners on the desired improvements.

.'■orne considerable time elapses before the final

hed{,in£ is complete.
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(v) 7ifhen the hedging is complete,- after say a two-year

period - the areas are re-photographed at 1*12,50°

scale, and the final registration maps prepared according

to 'C of the standard procedure.

(t,) Rift Valley Province also sees a departure from the standard

procedure. As in ITyanza Province, the register records existing

rights. The details of the procedure which differ from the

I'yanza Province, are as follows!

(i) Base maps are supplied to the Agricultural Depart

ment which puts en the ground the major soil conserva

tion works.

(ii) The plot owners aic then informed of the intention

to register their plots and are encouraged to enclose.

The presence of the soil conservation works assists

in obtaining e r.ore sensible pattern of enclosure.

When the enclosure pattern has been completed to his

satisfaction, the registering officer uses the base

maps to plane table the plot boundaries.

(iii) The remaining processes conform to the standard procedure

given in detail above.

5. Experiments

Since the problem of xhe consolidation and registration of African

small holdings first arose in .enya, the procedure as outlined has been

largely formulated as a result of our own experiments and experience.

The following experiments have helped considerably in determining

the details of the procedure;

(i) Various Dethods of using the Tellurometer for fixation of

additional control were tried. Undoubtedly, the traverse and

the ray-trace have proved the most satisfactory.
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(ii) Various typec of premarking were photographed at the two

scales utilised, and the methods of prem&rking as listed

in the standard procedure were adopted,

Tore recently, experiments in ^remarking to previously

determined flight lines have bser: conducted. Thee*;- have

been so successful that in future it is anticipated that

blocks of photography will be compeleteiy controlled by

prep.arked points and the necessity to fix photo identified

points will not arise.

For plot corners in areas"where hedging is not possible,

a circle of 3' diameter was found, to be satisfactory for

1:12,500 contact scale photography if the raarks could be

identifiedby cleared lines. In areas where line clearing'

cannot be carried out, it is better to premark the corners

in the form of a .5' diameter ring, the ring being 1' across.

The 3' diameter circle is liable to be confused with small

blemishes on the photographs.

(iii) A strip of photography was taken across an area which

included hedging at all stages of development. It was

decided that the hedging should be in position for a ininiiLuii-

of one year b:fore the final photography is taken. It

was not visualised that in fact some boundaries would not

be planted, at a.ll.

(iv) In connexion with the experiment in (iii), a strip was

taken using first, infra-red, and t'jen panchromatic fill.

?lio result seemed to s^ ou that si mult necus photography

would be desirable. However, the results from the first

block of photography, for napping property boundaries,

using.panchromatic film only, were so good as not to justify

the extra expense of asking for ti.tr additional infra-red

photography.
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(v) As mentioned previously, an experiment w&g done to coritrc..

the 1,12,500 photography using the 1;2,5CO aerir.l trian.^Jl

ticn control obtained two years previously. 'The experimer;

failed due to fundamental change in local detail.

(vi) The experiment usiu^ the different plotting machine a

has laready been outlined.

CGKCLUSIOBS

As has "been explained, every effort has been made to streamline

the photogrammetric processes, and photomechanical means have been used

wherever possible. It was always re.wlis.-d that too sTcdt a stress on

refinements and accuracy would endanger the success of the whole project

by slowing -down-tlie production of the1 naps.

The decision was reached at an early stage that no effort should be

spared to train local personnel to operate the plotting machines. That

the decision was fully justified is now proved in that locally-trained

personnel operate competently, all plotting machines, with the exception

of the Wild A.7.

The analogue computer is of the utmost assistance, and the premarkt'i

points will provide ample control in the future, doing away vith the

necessity of asking for additional field control. This will eliminate

the few discrepancies which have occured in fixing additional points.

Tlie errors have been moitly due to choosing points difficult to identify

rather than errors in field survey. Experience has proved that use of th

analogue height adjustment is not worth while.

Errors have occured through the inability cf the preparation section

transfer the points precisely between overlaps ana especially between

strips. The acquisition of the Wild PUG 1 point transfer device has lar^

eliminated the possibility of any further errors of this nature.
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It is necessary to keep all of the processes enumerated under

constant review and to maize changes where sucL changes lead to more efficient

production. For example, the photomechanical printing-down of grids has

been replaced by the printing-down of ,grids "by lithography now that a

flatbed proving press is available.




